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Marine Series
The maritime field faces critical environmental challenges, making reliable and 
rugged systems essential. IEI provides maritime professionals and marine-grade 
panel PCs and monitors and embedded box that use leading technologies and 
reliable designs which are perfect for applications on the dock, on the open deck, 
or in the control room or bridge. 

 Dynamic Position System (DPS)
Dynamic Positioning System (DPS) is a closed-loop control system. It is driven by the control system of the ship to counteract the environmental 
forces to the ship, such as wind, waves and ocean currents. This mechanism could make ship remain in the position on the sea. DPS precisely 
calculates the propellant force by continuously monitoring the ship position deviation and analyzing the natural forces which could affect ship’s 
navigation direction. This process could make the ship remain in the correct position and maintain the right direction.

DPS is commonly used at various marine applications, such as subsea engineering work, underwater salvage, marine resources survey, marine 
engineering lifting, marine engineering umbilical laying, deep diving support, underwater engineering operations and marine engineering 
comprehensive test. DPS consists of measurement systems, control systems, power systems and propulsion systems, and other components. 
DPS possesses many functions which include maintaining the specified location, targeting, automatic searching for the best bow position, 
turning point tracking, ROV automatic tracking, changing the center of rotation, automatic navigation, parallel movement and other functions.
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 ECDIS Implementation Schedule
The International Maritime Organization (IMO) has announced that Electronic 
Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) should be implemented into all 
the vessels by July 2018. Both new ships and existing ships should follow this 
regulation according to the timetable. The bridge systems are complicated 
and usually composed of multiple sub-systems. ECDIS clearly defines and 
regulates all the devices and connections, which include data collection, data 
communication and color calibration. Therefore, this is a huge opportunity for 
SI and hardware anufacturers.

System Requirements of DPS:
● Large number of native serial interfaces
● Extremely durable and reliable
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Since the composition of DPS contains many subsystems, a powerful and reliable computer system is needed for handling and analyzing the large number 
of data. Additionally, it must be able to communicate with multiple detectors, as receiving, analyzing and processing purposes. The SBOX series and the 
SxxA series marine systems equip up to six COM ports and two LAN ports which can be used to achieve the targets.
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 Electronic Chart Display and Information System (ECDIS) 
The bridge system usually needs to collect and analyze many observation data, including anemometer stations, speed logs, weather stations 
and GPS signal. In order to precisely observe the changing walruses, the sensors are usually located at the top of ship or in the open deck. 
Therefore, with the long distance communication, these signals and communication paths should all follow specific regulation such as NEMA 
0813. There are large amounts of data received at bridge, and they should be carefully processed and precisely analyzed. A powerful and 
reliable embedded box or panel PC is necessary for this task. IEI marine embedded box, the SBOX series, equips up to six COM ports 
which can be used to synchronously handle a large amount of data. The system of ship bridge consists of many sub-systems, which includes 
navigation system, path control system, radar system, etc. Most of them usually have dual system in order to prevent the failure of primary 
system.  Additionally, dual system could also appear the identical information such as sea chart to the captain and pilot simultaneously. In 
practical application, dual or more LAN ports are necessary for connecting and controlling multiple monitors. The SBOX series and the S24A/
S19A series contain six ports and two LAN ports to fulfill the requirements mentioned above.
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